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THREE-~r~~NSI~NAL KlRSCH PRWLEM FOR A TRANSTROP~~ PLATE* 

Qualitative %na quantitative study of the concentration of stresses in th% Kirsch 
problem for isotropic plates is carried out In the three-dimensional formulation us- 
Lng the superposition method /I/ and the method of homogensous solutions /a/. 1zn 
asymptotic m%thod of BOkviXq th% KfrsOh prOb&m for transtrOpic plates is given in 

/3/. . Beiow th% problem in question is solved for th% transtroptc bodies Of finite 
dimensions. 

L%t V= (1 dr< mt O<EJc<2n, I t I< 1) be a region occupied hy a plate made of trans- 
tropic matsrial. The matezxial Is characterized by the;! elastic parameters v, y*t 0% = v,E I EL. 
~0' = GIG ht. .kG, denoting the Poisson's ratio, Young's modulus snd shear m~du~uor in the 

planes perpendicular to the isotropy phrms). We assum% that the end faces S* of the plate 
and its s&d% surface fz are free of external loads and that at infinity the plate is under un- 
iaxial ixnsim, i.e. 

'JE- = PC', r = 0, 1, _ _ .: ffzieS = 0, i = j + 2 (11 

we write the state of stress of tic; plate in the ~CXITI of a superposition of the basic 
stress (a*,") appearing ia a solid plate under the action of the lad indicated, and the per- 
turbed str%%s (err*) appearing in the plate with a cavity, the side surface of which is acted 
upon by tba following forces: 

4& 
I 

= -rr,,in (E = r, 8, 5; ox, = q 121 

The basic state of stress has the form /3/ 

fde obtain for the perturbed state of Stress a boundary value problem of the theory of 
elasticity with boundary conditions (2) I in which the right-hand sides are given by the reia- 
tions (3). Solution of this problem reduces to finding the Lur'e-Lekhnitskii functions F, 
Qr,YY, from the boundary conditions at the side surface /2/ 

q(a)+ acp'of \Y+"l.A,~(~~,YT,)=~fl.o(o), [&)P!GTG&(Q)rnl Y?J)"fl*m: ‘Gn(@*V Yp)=O (*) 

where 
F = Re [q-z (2) f xfzff, Y(z) = &XI B=FF = 0, VT& = (&*)a@R* PP‘YB - (rpVUt, isi 

w% writ% the general solution of the system (31 satisfying th% Conditions of the boundedness 
of the stresses at infinity, in the form 

'p (2) = UJZ, Yy, (r, e) = cop*k, (yP*r) + C,,,*h# (ys*r) cod 20, Ur (z)=G + -$ I %(r, 0) =b&b (&*r) sill -"@ (6) 

Substituting (6) into the boundary conditions (4) w% obtain an infinite syst%.m of line%r alge- 
braic equations for the arbitrary constants uIr b,, b,, c,,:,,=cZirC, &*A &, = 61R+lk, ii?,*). we 
writs ft in its final form as fOllow5: 
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c rmpp2- (Pp? c2p - 
(- f)“b, 

As, bzm = 0 

P 

where we use the notation adopted in the monograph /2/. 
Having determined from (71, (81, the constants introduced,we find the stresses in the 

plate using the formulas 

c1j t elf* + cij (9) 

where the quantities accompanied by an asterisk have the form 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I... 

-?-** =?Re P Lf c 
t, (r) c&k2 (yp*r) cos 20 (h p = 1.00) 

P 

In investigating the concentration of the stresses appearing in the plate in question, 
we use the values of the stresses on 9. In particular, for the normaL stresses we have 

+_ ueelQ= A (a, E;) -B (n, 5) cos 20, +att IQ= c (L, 6) COS?~, A (A, :) = -+ 5%‘- b,, C h b;) = 2 Rez 1, (b) % (“) 

P 

Expressions (11) imply that the greatest normal stresses appear in the cross-Section 8 = 
n i 2. Let r=O. Then the system (7) yields cop = 0, b, = --P / 2. Table 1 shows the max- 
imum values of the normal stresses for this case, for cadmium (Cd) and zinc (Zn) plates, for 
various values of the relative thickness h. Comparison with the corresponding values for 
the isotropic plates /2/ shows that the character of the stress distribution across the thick- 
ness and along the circumference is the same for the txanstropic and the isotropic plates.The 
greatest discrepancy in the values of the peripheral stresses is observed near the plane edg- 
es, and it can reach 20%. The stresses 0~; appearing in the transtropic plates are almost 
twice as large as those in the isotropic plates. Consequently, the stress field in transtro- 
pit plates has a more pronounced three-dimensional character than that in the isotropic plates. 
It follows that if the anisotropy of the material is to be taken into account, we must use the 
three-dimensional solution when computing the stress concentration. 

Table 1 

F 

0.2 
0.4 

0.6 
0.8 
1.0 

“OBIQ I %ClQ 
L-1 L-C i-1 I z-4 

cd 233 Cd Cd I zn I cd 

X*% 5% x%i :% (!.SXi 0.536 

3:*9i A56 3:150 61277 
6.455 0.53; 

2.967 2.947 
II.,341 

3.164 6.142 
2.335 2.247 

(1.189 
2.16i 

sz 
0.1.10-8 6.8.16-6 @:2.10-" 

If the plate is subjected to a tensile force Q acting in the direction of the axis 
011 (oWl= = Q) then the solution of the problem of the State of stress in such a plateisgiven 

by the formulas (lo), (11) where P is replaced by Q and 0 by @+- ~~12. In particular, for 
the stresses near the surface Q we have 

+ceelS - A (h, c) f B (X, 5) cos20, +qt+--c(A,6)eos2e 

QC2’, 
Superimposing the solutions in question corresponding to the loads a2%-= Pc2’ and u,m,= 
we obtain a solution for the case when an unbounded plate is subjected to the tensile 
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forces PcBr and Q<?' acting, respectively, along and across the OE -axis. In this ca*e we 
have 

The system (81 yields in this case al = h, = c*,,= bah m 0.. An analagous problem was solved in 
fU. 

Tab&a 2 gives the value for tie stresses ftrijf: of the perturb& state ibor differeat 
puantitfes of the eigenfurztions left in the solutia~. The data are obtained for a Cd plate 
acted upan by the load o;.?*fo= -PF and A= i. The! Table shows how well the bcxmdary sondi- 
tions are satisfied (the last column carsesponds to the stresses given in advance), and how 
rapidly the approximate Solutions converge in the Bubnov-Galerkin method. Already for m=S 
the stress values can be assumed exact. Even at m =iJ the boundary conditions for the plates 
with F..=i and k- 4 are satisfied with an error not exceeding 1.5% of the loa& given.%en 
A = 6.2 r m-3 yields results which are practically exsct. The convergence becomes Lass rapid 
with the XRcrfasLng value of the index i of variation of the load, A sfnrilar pattern is ob- 
served when the problerna are solved for a Zn plate. The character of variation in the per- 
turbed state of stress on moving away Pram the edge into the middle of the plate is of 
considerable interest. 

Table 2 

mima 5 

-0.0396 
-6.3396 
--11.64Ol 
--1*Cf65 

10 I i-n 

Tat&3 3 gives the correspoatig data for a a plate wider tba load ++jtt= -Ppr itbe 
stresses rr& are given in the numerator, and ue6* in the denom&%%torl. Analysis of the 
data given in the Table uncovers a d&stinotive feature in the stress dLstribution in theplate 
at various values of the thickness, which implies that the peripheral otresses concentrate 
near the surface and decay sufficiently rapidly on moving towards th8 inside of the plate. 

-0.160 
77z 
-6.698 
-5X% 
-6.f6n 
"""""""""" 

-0.640 
7337 
-o.im 
7333 
-@.P54 
TX8 
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It should be noted that in the case when the external loads vary across the thickness, 
the stress distribution pattern in an isotropic plate is basically different from that in a 
transtropic plate. Thus, if in the isotropic plate the largest compressive stresses act on 
the middle plane of the plate, then in the c-4 and zn plates the maximum is reached at the 
edge of the plate. From this it follows that inclusion of the anisotropy leads to a complet- 
ely new result. 
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